I. Introduction
ault tolerant and distributed cooperative control of multiple agents has received considerable attention recently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Failure mechanisms include partial or complete loss of agents, sensor/actuator failures, and communication failures. In this paper, we are interested in the communication failures which can be represented as time delays. Communication delays can lead to poor performance and even instability especially in the centralized networks where a single agent has access to each agent's sensory information and can issue motion commands to each agent. This motivates the need for new decentralized SMC (DSMC) controllers. The proposed DSMC in this paper can compensate for large communication delays due to network communication faults.
A decentralized cooperative controller for multiple nonholonomic systems with constant communication delays is designed based on the graph theory in [3] . Further, in [4] a Lyapunov-like criterion is derived for stability condition in multi-agent systems with constant communication delay. In [5] the consensus problems for undirected networks of dynamic agents with communication time delay and fixed topology are discussed.
In addition, some research works have addressed fault tolerant controllers for multi-agent systems in the presence of communication failure. In one of these works [6] , two main faults are defined for cooperative leaderfollower formation control of group of mobile robots: communication channel failure and robot machine failure.
To diagnose these faults, the faulty robot should leave the formation for safety and the other team members have to reconstruct the formation. Moreover, management of communication failure or agent loss in the formation control of multiple unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) is discussed in [7] . Two high level faults, GPS sensor failure and wireless communication packet losses, are considered for formation flight of UAVs in [8] . In one of the related works [9] , the decentralized receding horizon control (DRHC) of multiple cooperative vehicles with the possibility of communication failure is investigated. The authors in [9] proposed a reconfigurable DRHC approach to guarantee the safety of the entire fleet in the presence of inter-vehicle communication failures.
A relatively small amount of existing research has addressed the effect of communication delays in the context of sliding mode control (SMC) with output delays. One of the few works addressing this issue is presented in [10] where the optimal simulation of Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) systems over a network of processors is investigated. In order to achieve this objective, a SMC approach is used to enforce the algebraic constraints of the DAEs. Time delays associated with network communication give rise to a sliding-control problem with time delays. New results are obtained for SMC systems with delays that ensure stability while minimizing errors. This paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with formulation of centralized SMC problem and designing a stable sliding controller to maintain cooperative objectives. Section III presents the main contribution of this paper. First, faulty agents are decoupled in a subsystem and then the decentralized fault tolerant controllers based on the state prediction of all agents are presented. The proposed decentralized SMC algorithm is supposed to handle large communication delays. An upper bound for the prediction error is derived in Section IV. Section V presents how the formation control of wheeled mobile robots can be solved by the algorithm proposed in this paper. Finally, in Section VI simulation results of formation control of wheeled mobile robots show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm compared to the centralized control approach. Consider a group of cooperative agents with uncoupled dynamics. The nonlinear dynamics of the i th agent in the group is given by: Fig. 1 . The combined representation of the nonlinear agents is assumed to be square and affine in the control input with a vector relative degree r. The output dynamics can be expressed as: Con.
B. Sliding Mode Control
Finding the suitable control inputs that guarantee the stability of closed-loop system as well as maintaining cooperative objectives is our problem. In the sliding mode control approach, we define asymptotically stable surfaces S such that all system trajectories converge to these surfaces in a finite time.
A functional delayed classical surface to investigate the proposed SMC problem is defined by:
for the i th sliding motion. i C is a row vector of sliding surface parameters. The following control input can be applied for sliding control with delayed output feedback.
where K is the m m × gain matrix, S(t) is the vector of all sliding surfaces and the column vector col{.} is defined
If the gain parameters are selected so that The proof is derived in [10] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , the centralized sliding controller first receives the information of all agents and then calculates the control input Eq. (4) after it sends the input of each agent through the channel. Although in this method it is assumed that each agent can send its status with certain delay, the stability and performance of overall system greatly depend on the value of the delay. However, the main problem arises from possible failure in the communication channels which in turn leads to large communication delays. Large communication delays can lead to poor performance and even instability, especially in the presence of disturbances. A new algorithm based on a decentralized SMC approach is designed to handle these large communication delays.
III. Proposed Approach for Handling Large Communication Delays

A. Decoupling Faulty Agents
The faulty condition occurs when a communication channel of one agent in the group fails. The delay in this faulty condition is applied to both the received and transmitted information from/to faulty agents and the controller. In this paper, fault detection and identification is not the main subject and we assume all agents send an "alive" signal to controller through a backup communication channel. This signal helps measuring the delay and identifying the possible faults. If the delay is greater than certain threshold then large communication delay is concluded. Each of the fault-free agents uses the channel to report its status to the controller with some small communication delay.
And faulty agents receive the information with large communication delay, τ F (t), from the other agents. The information flow for SMC problem subject to large communication delay when agents decouple to faulty and faultfree subsystem is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Once the fault is detected and the faulty agent is identified in the group by the controller, all agents involving the fault will construct the set of faulty subsystems which is denoted by V F . Then each agent in V F calculates its input using a decentralized controller. Also we introduce the following state vectors Let the control input for faulty agent j be defined as: 
Con.
Fault-free agents The following algorithm is presented for the implementation of the proposed SMC problem subject to large communication delay. The algorithm is formulated for each agent, in fact all agents run this algorithm during the mission simultaneously.
Algorithm:
1) Centralized controller receives ( ) ,
i F x t i V ∉ , and calculates inputs Eq. (4) based on SMC and sends to each agent i. 3) Using the information in Step 2 and all agents' model each agent Note that the initialization procedure is not included in the Algorithm. For initialization (t=0), steps 2, 3 and 4 are not executed as no information from faulty agent is available.
2) Each faulty agent
IV. Upper Bound of Prediction Error
As represented in Step 4 of Algorithm, each faulty agent relies on models of the other agents to predict their states. If there is no uncertainty presented in the system model of each agent Eq. (1), the predicted and the actual values of the states will be the same. However, uncertainties in the model and exogenous disturbances will cause an error in the predicted states compared to the actual state values. A bound for the prediction error is needed since this error can result in deviation of the faulty vehicles from the desired formation even if the decentralized controller has effective performance and stability properties. This type of bound could be used to determine the largest possible delay that could be effectively addressed by the proposed approach or to increase the formation distances so the deviations won't result in unacceptably close agent distances.
The computed control for the prediction will not be the same as control calculated by centralized controller for the actual states, which could lead to poor performance and instability. Furthermore, this effect becomes more pronounced for larger communication delays, since the state prediction error increases with the prediction horizon.
Consider the case where the dynamic models of actual states of i th agent are given by: 
Assuming f is Lipschitz continuous in the domain of operation of the system, with Lipschitz constant L, then prediction error can be bounded using the Bellman-Grownwall Lemma [11] .
as shown in Eq. (5) the initial predicted states at time t-τ F are equal to the communicated actual states, i.e.
. Then upper bound of the prediction error reduces to:
Therefore, the state prediction error δx i and in turn δu i can be made arbitrarily small by reducing either the uncertainty level b or the prediction horizon τ F , value of large communication delay, in the proposed algorithm.
V. Application to Formation Control of Wheeled Mobile Robots
This section presents how the formation control of wheeled mobile robots can be solved by the results proposed in this paper. We want to find the forces that should be applied to each agent to maintain the configuration of a formation as a virtual structure.
The kinematic equations of the i th follower agent are given by: Fig. 3 . For a double integrator model of the follower agents, the control inputs are accelerations in both, x and y directions. Therefore equations Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) can be transformed into a two dimensional double integrator form using feedback linearization [12] .
Let us choose the following two outputs: 
Next the input ( , ) 0
where is the distance between robots i and j. So the problem of maintaining group cohesion by keeping a desired separation between agents can be solved by SMC. 
VI. Simulation Results
The example problem consists of six robots in a lattice formation described by nine distances , and the desired triangular formation of six robots is illustrated in Fig. 4 . It is assumed that robot 1 is the leader and controller of the formation. In this formation, it is desired that all robots keep a relative distance of 2m while moving in a triangular formation. Assuming that communication channels of robots 6 and 2 have failures which lead to large communication delay around 0.25 sec τ =
. Following functions are also applied to specified agents as exogenous disturbances: 
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The simulation was run for both existing centralized controller approach and the proposed decentralized method. The distances among robots and the movement of each robot in two cases are shown in Fig. 5 to Fig. 8 . It can be seen in these figures that distances between agents converge to desired distance and the movement of each robot as the platoon of vehicles converges to the desired triangular formation in the proposed decentralized method but the results in the existing centralized approach are not satisfactory and faulty robots cannot reach desired distance.
The performance comparison can be realized by mean square error (MSE) in which error is defined as the difference of distances between agents from the desired distance (2m). The performance comparison for faulty robots and for overall system is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.
To show the effectiveness of decentralized method proposed in this paper for large communication delay on the performance, the integration of performance index over the whole simulation time is used as criterion. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of two methods in this criterion for faulty robots versus different communication delays. Consequently, it can be seen in the simulation results that the proposed decentralized controller has improved the performance and stability of the system considerably compared to the centralized control approach. 
VII. Conclusion
This paper investigates sliding mode control (SMC) of cooperative multi-agent systems when the communication delay is considered. A novel algorithm is proposed to control and maintain cooperation objective when communication failure leads to large communication delays. A centralized controller for healthy agents and a decentralized one for each faulty agent based on the predicted states of all agents are designed. Also an upper bound on the prediction error is obtained when exogenous disturbances affect the system. An application of the proposed method to formation of wheeled mobile robots of unicycle type is discussed. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
